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FACTORIZATIONS  OF  NONNEGATIVE  MATRICES

T.  L.   MARKHAM

Abstract. Suppose A is an »i-square matrix over the real

numbers such that all principal minors are nonzero. If A is non-

negative, then necessary and sufficient conditions are determined

for A to be factored into a product LU, where L is a lower tri-

angular nonnegative matrix and U is an upper triangular non-

negative matrix with «¡¡ = 1. These conditions are given in terms of

the nonnegativity of certain almost-principal minors of A.

I. Introduction. Suppose A is a nonnegative matrix of order n (for

which we write A _0). The purpose of this paper is to determine necessary

and sufficient conditions that A can be factored as L-U, where L is a lower

triangular nonnegative matrix, and U is an upper triangular nonnegative

matrix with uu= 1 for /= 1, 2, • • • , n.

We shall use the following notation. Let A be an nxn matrix over the

field of real numbers. Then Ak denotes the principal submatrix of A con-

tained in rows 1,2, • • • ,k. We indicate the minor of A with rows and

columns indexed by ix, i2, ■ ■ ■ , ip and ]\,j2, • ■ • ,jp, respectively, by

A(ix, i2, • ■ • , iP\ji,j2, ' ' • ,jp)- If Ak is nonsingular, the Schur complement

of Ak in

A = (A*    Al2\

\/42i    A22/

is {A\Ak) = A22—A21Ak A12 [3J.

II. A=LU with L^O, £/;>0.

Theorem. Let A be a nonnegative matrix of order n with nonzero

principal minors of every order. Then the following statements are equivalent.

(1) A =LU, where L is a lower triangular nonnegative matrix, and U is an

upper triangular matrix with uit=l.

(2) {A\Ak)^0 for k=\,2, ■ ■ ■ ,n-i.
(3) A(l,-' ■ ,k,i\\,-- ■ ,k,j)^0for k=l, ■ ■ ■ ,«-1 and k<i,j<^n.

Proof.    We demonstrate the following implications: 1=>2,2=>3,3=>1.

Suppose A = LU where

A=(A*    A»\
_ \^21     A22/
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We partition L and U conformably with A as

L=(L"     °)    and    U=(U»    H.
\L21     LJ \  0        Uj

It is immediate that /l22=Z.21(y12+Z,22r_/22; hence (A\Ak) =

(LÍ/|L11f711)=L21(712-|-L22í/22-L21<711(L11t/11)-1L11f712=L22(722^0 for

k=l, 2, • - • , «—1.
Next, assume that (2) holds. If C=(A\Ak) = (ctí), then

_A(l,---,k,i\l,---   k,j)^Q

A(\, ■ • •, k I 1, • • •, k)    -

for k=\, • • • , «—1 and k<i, j^n by a lemma of Crabtree and Hayns-

worth [1]. It is easily seen that

A(\,--- ,k\ 1, — , Jfc> >- 0

for k=\, • • • , «—1. (If k=\, then fln>0. For k=2, we have

,4(1,2 I 1,2)-Lj—Lj—¿ ^0.
an

Butau>0, and A(\, 2|l, 2)^0, so A(l, 2|l, 2)>0. The procedure is clear

for k=\, 2, • • • , «—1.) Hence

A(\,--- ,k, i | l,--- ,k,j)^0

for fc=l, • • • , «—1 and k<i,j^n.
Finally, suppose that (3) is valid. If «=2, then

iOyy        ay2\     =     iayy 0 \   /  1

\a21   aj " W   (^|«n)/ \
\0     1

so a factorization exists.

Suppose the result holds for /?<«, and assume A is of order w. Now

L4|au)=(«3«) where

¿(U|U)
>0

flu

for 1<i, y*—«. Using a well-known identity of Sylvester   [2, p. 101], we

have

(A | an)(2, • • •, k, i | 2, • • •, fe,;)

= (l/aiO*{(aiir^(l, • • • , /c, i I 1, • • • , fc,j)} = 0
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for 2_A:_«—1 and k<i, j^n. Hence, using the inductive hypothesis,

there exist L22>0 and  t/22_0 with w„=l  such that (A\a11)=L22U22.

Partition

= /an    A12\

\A21 Ann/

where ,422 is of order n—\. Let lxx=aiX, L2X=A21, and U12=A12ja11. Then

A22 = (llan)A21A12+L22U22 = L21U12 + L22U22. Now if

= ('»     °)    and    V=(l    H
\L»   lJ \o   uj

we have A=LU where L_0, i/_0 and w¿i=l.

The proof of the theorem is now complete.

We would like to observe that there is no loss of generality in (1) in

assuming that the diagonal of U consists entirely of l's. If A has a factor-

ization LU where L_0, l/_0, then let Z)=diag(«11, u22, • • • , unn). Then

A = (LD)(D-1U)=LÛ, where 1^0, tf^O and Û has all l's on the main
diagonal.

The theorem could be stated in an alternative form involving the

Schur complement, i.e. A is factorable as Lt/with L_;0, f/_0if and only

if (/4|an) is factorable as L'U' where Z/_0, C/'_0 with «¿¿=1. Moreover,

it is clear that similar results can be obtained for factorizations of the type

U-L, and these results are independent of each other. For example, if

A =

then A = LU. But .4(1, 3|2, 3)<0, so there is no nonegative factorization

of the type UL.
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